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Income Inequality : Why It Matters and Why Most Economists Didn't NoticeBookAuthor: Drennan, Matthew P.Date: 201574 Consumption Theory and Its Criticshypothesis  of  eventually  falling  income  inequality  in  rich  democratic  states,  which  was  long  under  way  in  the  United  States when he wrote, was morally appealing in the Cold War, and  the  “no  free  lunch”  message  of  Okun  was  sobering  for  liberals. Malthus and Ricardo disputed over effective demand and saving. Ricardo accepted Say’s law (supply creates its own demand) while Malthus did not. Malthus believed that the dis-tribution  of  income  affected  aggregate  demand,  and  that  ex-cess saving by capitalists and landlords could lower demand. Under Say’s law, that cannot happen in the aggregate economy because the act of production generates sufficient demand. Ri-cardo  won  that  dispute  in  that  classical  economics  followed  his  analysis  based  on  Say’s  law.  A  century  later,  Keynes  de-murred.  He  argued  that  the  attempt to  save  too  much  could  lower output, income, and employment, thus reducing saving, too. Keynes was sympathetic to Malthus’s view on effective de-mand  and  the  importance  of  the  distribution  of  income.  He  inferred  from  his  analysis  of  the  average  and  marginal  pro-pensity to consume that as aggregate income rises, the average propensity to consume (APC) falls. Thus in the long term, the economy  would  face  slower  growth  or  stagnation.  To  post-pone such a development, Keynes believed that a more equal distribution of income would make effective demand stronger than  a  less  equal  distribution  of  income.  Empirical  evidence  and  new  theories  of  consumption  eclipsed  Keynes’s  view  on  consumption.  The  post–World  War  II  boom  in  the  United  States  included  a  stable,  not  a  falling,  APC  as  incomes  rose  rapidly.  Modigliani  and  Brumberg’s  theory  of  consumption  argued  that  the  APC  was  stable,  and  the  empirical  evidence  appeared to confirm that. Income distribution played no role in their theory. Also excluded were psychological factors driv-Consumption Theory and Its Critics                                                                 75ing consumption that Keynes considered important. However, the  theory  of  Modigliani  and  Brumberg  does  provide  an  ex-planation for the positive coupling of income inequality with a rising APC through their emphasis on wealth, although they did not anticipate that link.The  permanent  income  theory  of  consumption  devel-oped by Milton Friedman has become, along with the views of Modigliani  and  Brumberg,  the  mainstream  view.  Two  of  the  three basic assumptions of his consumption theory no longer hold  true—namely,  a  stable  income  distribution  and  a  con-stant  saving  rate.  The  APC  has  not been  stable,  as  Friedman  assumed,  but  rather  has  risen  for  twenty-five  years.  Recent  empirical work calls into question his view that income fluc-tuations are mostly confined to transitory income and thus do not affect consumption.There are some modern critiques of the mainstream the-ory  of  consumption.  They  posit  roles  for  income  inequality  and household debt in explaining consumption equality in the face of rising income inequality and the falling rate of saving. We consider both Veblen’s and Frank’s theories of consumption, in which emulation of the consumption of others looms large. Duesenberry’s  theory  of  consumption  gives  central  place  to  relative income and consumption. Some behavioral economists have  attacked  the  all-important  rational  consumer  premise  of  mainstream consumption theory, resurrecting Keynes’s psycho-logical motives in consumption. We will consider the technical arguments as to whether the observed rise of the APC is real or not. Finally, we will look at a revised theory of consumption in which income distribution and consumer debt are central, and the rational consumer is replaced by a distribution of het-erogeneous consumers whose choices are not always rational. arguably beyond the point where the incentive the rungs provide to get ahead outweighs the difficulty of the climb. https://www.brookings.edu/blog/social-mobility-memos/2015/05/27/inequality-and-social-mobility-be-afraid/
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“An economic situation is Pareto efficient if there is no way to make some group of people better off without making some other group of people worse off.” 1 Pareto efficiency means that any change that leaves at least one person better off, and no person worse off, is an improvement. Applying the Pareto effi- ciency principle to the distribution of income, any change that raises the income of some while leaving the income of others unchanged is an improvement—that is, a rise in total utility. Thus an income increase that all goes to the top 1 percent of the income distribution (or the bottom 1 percent) is Pareto efficient. This principle of Pareto efficiency is a fundamental tenet of neoclassical economics.But efficiency is not the only goal of economic pol- icy. For example, efficiency has almost nothing to say about income distribution or economic justice.” 
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Salon - Why are so many of the 1% prepping for the Apocalypse?emerge as heroes, better worldhow to control security forces when money is worthless?https://www.salon.com/2018/07/16/we-asked-psychologists-why-so-many-rich-people-think-the-apocalypse-is-coming/Zero charisma  - no reason at all to help them!!!______________________Way forward after Trumpism, lots of economic talk:https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/01/frum-trumpocracy/550685/voters did not want "opportunity" talk of Jeb and Rubio and Ryan- wanted less change, more securitytrump offered protection of the status quo a new politics in which the Trump experience is remembered as the end of something bad, and not the beginning of something worse.
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The Enchanted Financial Forest, where Tax Cuts fix everything:https://youtu.be/t8TcM54NwFohttps://www.forbes.com/sites/mikepatton/2012/10/15/do-tax-cuts-increase-government-revenue/#44e8d7d74bf2https://www.newsmax.com/stevelevy/tax-cuts-trump-media-democrats/2018/07/02/id/869616/do tax cuts grow the economy?not really:https://www.npr.org/sections/itsallpolitics/2015/10/30/452905475/fact-check-do-tax-cuts-grow-the-economy
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purple graph:https://twitter.com/evankirstel/status/1019032973830737920Sanders on Walmart guy:https://twitter.com/SenSanders/status/1018183346818637824Walmart’s CEO Doug McMillon made about $11,000/hour in compensation last year. I'd like to hear from him why he thinks his workers don't deserve to be paid a living wage of $15/hour.Jim Jeffries on Trophy Hunting for Rich Guys (ugh)https://twitter.com/NMDsquared/status/1017700464421425155What hashtag to use for inequality:https://ritetag.com/best-hashtags-for/inequalityaerial photographs show rich alongside poorhttps://mymodernmet.com/johnny-miller-unequal-scenes/20 facts everyone should know about inequality:https://inequality.stanford.edu/publications/20-facts-about-us-inequality-everyone-should-knowAdam Ruins Everything suburbs editionanti rich british blog w piglet atop:https://wildernessofpeace.wordpress.com/2015/09/22/the-poverty-of-wealth/Motorhead eat the richhttps://youtu.be/0LZxelSc62Y
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hashtags for inequalityhttps://ritetag.com/best-hashtags-for/inequalitytwitter:https://twitter.com/hashtag/inequality?lang=enhttps://twitter.com/hashtag/incomeinequality?lang=enJim Jeffries:https://twitter.com/hashtag/inequality?lang=enrussia:https://www.dailywire.com/news/33240/watch-trump-asked-whether-russia-still-targeting-ben-shapiro?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=idealmedia&utm_campaign=dailywire.com&utm_term=68692&utm_content=1Activist web site with resourceshttps://www.inequalitymedia.org/resources/UK:https://www.equalitytrust.org.uk/about-inequality
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Areily, D. (2015, March). How equal do we want the world to be? You'd be surprised. Ted Talk. Retrieved July 22, 2018, from https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_ariely_how_equal_do_we_want_the_world_to_be_you_d_be_surprised Galston, W. A., & Hendrickson, C. (2018, January 05). The consequences of increasing concentration and decreasing competition-and how to remedy them. Brookings Institution.  Retrieved from https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2018/01/05/the-consequences-of-increasing-concentration-and-decreasing-competition-and-how-to-remedy-them/ Hollar, J.  (2013, April 25). Wealth Gap Yawns–and So Do Media. Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting. Retrieved from https://fair.org/extra/wealth-gap-yawns8212and-so-do-media/ Petrova, Maria (01/01/2006). "Inequality and Media Capture." Conference Papers -- Midwestern Political Science Association , p. 1.Piketty, T., & Goldhammer, A. (2017). Capital in the twenty-first century. Cambridge Massachusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. Politizane,  (2012, November 20). Wealth Inequality in America. Retrieved July 22, 2018, from https://youtu.be/QPKKQnijnsMPritchard, M. (2013, March 16). Who Are the Joneses and Why Are We Trying to Keep Up With Them? Huffington Post.  Retrieved from https://www.huffingtonpost.com/mary-pritchard/keeping-up-with-the-joneses_b_2467957.html Streib, J., Ayala, M., & Wixted, C. (2016). Benign Inequality: Frames of Poverty and Social Class Inequality in Children’s Movies. Journal of Poverty, 21(1), 1-19. doi:10.1080/10875549.2015.1112870 Wilkinson, R. G., & Pickett, K. (2011). The spirit level: Why greater equality makes societies stronger. New York: Bloomsbury Press. Wise, T. J. (2015). Under the affluence: Shaming the poor, praising the rich and sacrificing the future of America. San Francisco, CA: City Lights Books. Yin, R. (2018, June 18). The "Rich vs Poor" Myth: How Wealth is EARNED. Retrieved from http://yourwealthymind.com/rich-oppressing-poor-myth-wealth-is-earned/ searched on:lack of savings causes inequalitymedia treatment of povertystudy shows americans need to save more
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Under the AffluenceContemptible attitudes toward the poorUSno one to blame but themselveshoratio Alger mythologycaused in england by enclosurewhippings, debtor prisons, sindon't know pride, honor or ambition, only hunger will make them workworkhouses designed to be horrible so the poor would take any jobAcres of Diamonds speech by Russell Conwell1870s - get rid of everything except workhouses"indiscriminate charity" is badwanted no alternatives to dangerous low-wage laborto make the rich richer, others MUST be made and kept destituteSocial Gospel - Christians should apply religious morality to social problems - involve the church to address poverty and exploitationa little like workhousessaw that some forces of industrial capitalism were involved1910 - most adopted Social Creed of the Churchespope opposes government redistribution but wants the Church to address poverty and support labor unions in 1891Then New Dealmany rich relented in the face of revolutionallow reformassure continued control	crackdowns on socialists and communists	violence against militant unionsTaxes quite high - no Tea partyResurrection of Scroogism - mid 60sLBJ - Medicare Gov. Reagan lies about lush public gyms for the poor, etc.totally racial, dogwhistles from himmassive tax cuts, huge Pentagon buildup =calculated to force cutsGeorge Gilder Wealth and PovertyCharles Murray Losing Groundpopular programs suddenly appeared to benefit blacks.So - unpopular!!came to blame welfare state for problems, NO evidencepower of the reactionary narrativeerstwhile liberals - mehBill Clinton to today - help "the middle class" NOT the poorAFDC - >> TANFblock grants frozen at 1996 levelsseemed okay for a little bit right after reformsthen economy sourednarrative of welfare abuse goes on even though numbers on  rolls dropped from 13 million to 3 millionThen come the housing crisisRick Santelli of CNBC  - famous rant berating losersliberal capitulation to culture of poverty thinking on the righteven Obama lectures successful black men to be responsibleDaniel Patrcik Moynihan - state of the black familyliberals view blacks through lens of defectSeemed like they were abandoning familiesactually just getting arrestedfix poor people instead of fix povertysafety net programs actually workedcaluclated with SNAP not as income, means more numbers of poorSNAP - not made to end poverty, made to alleviate poor nutritionDemonizing done in three ways:	blatant dehumanizing	poverty denialism - they don't have it that bad	"hammock" theory - government aid so sweet 1. Trash the PoorCarl Paladino, Rush LimbaughBoehner -  fear "sitting around" also demonize workers who make minimum wageor who work in non profitsor who work for government - parasites to Stuart Varneysean hannity, rush = animals forget how to feed themselves if you feed themsoulless pigs,  -Nugentswamp-dwelling amphibians - John Micamore kids for more free handoutsneal boortz - toenail fungus of Americanot downtrodden, useless, worthless - parasite and leeches = Katrina victimsSusan Fiske lab experiments show people regard impoverished persons as thingsSandy Shook experiment - nice guy to bumbased on moral deservingnessTom Brower smashes the carts of the homeless in HawaiiO'Rielly, et al - poor should be ashamed to look in the mirrorthe lash of public humiliationattack disability benefits and those who receive thempoor should be prevented from voting Tom Perkins - rich should get more votes than everybody elsevotes apportioned by how much you pay in taxesHasselbeck - literacy testsRussell Pearcesterilized themPhil graham - our poor are fatable to do a lot of fancy eating at public expense2. Denying that poverty exists at allhave rich man disease like gout, so they are like 18th cent royaltyhave lots of stuff poor people shouldn't havea. our poor are rich by global standards, stop whiningb. they buy expensive food and have consumer goods in homec. they are committing fraud to get benefits, then misusing thema. poor by global standards	don't get to compete against Sri Lankans, have to compete against americans	to be at half or less of the median is a serious disadvantage	to be poor in a rich man's country is worse socially		worth is measured by $, not elsewhere		debilitating relative deprivation		their humanity is under attack	theoretical suffering lacks moral relevance	if poor in america are rich and should be satisfied with their lot, why not the rich in america?  they don't seem satisfied, then they lecture poor people about gratitude?not having what everyone else has is a disadvantageyes, they have TVs and microwaves, because those are cheapdon't have, can't have, education and quality health carecannot move up the latter, can't compete. disadvantaged	stay connected to mainstream	develop c	
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Comedians and Late Night HostsJohn Oliver, Last Week Tonight:  Wealth Gaphttps://youtu.be/LfgSEwjAenoJimmy Kimmelexplains his son's heart defect and weighs in on healthcarehttps://youtu.be/MmWWoMcGmo0George Carlin on why the poor exist:https://youtu.be/1dY3GNt7sG8
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Under the AffluenceMust the poor have no diversions like the rest of us?poor must be traumatized completely by their experience to convince them to work hardtreated as ne'er-do-wellstiny numbers of frauds exist - must we punish everyone who is thrifty and doing okay?"stopping a handful of abusers is so important on principle, even if entire programs have to be stigmatized, chopped or ended altogether, the cost is worth it."cost of testing is higher than savings of kicking off drug usersrich and middle class get tax credits, etc, without being told what to do with itpoor get moralizedpersecuting fraud is robbing peter to pay paul - costs more in criminal investigation costsunemployed vs not employed - could be park avenue wives!				students				retiredconservatives "routinely distort data" to vilify poor.Welfare Dependence and the Culture of Poverty: America's Zombie Lie"culture of poverty" = irresponsibilityrates change with economy - not endemicmost poor do not get ANYTHING - only about a third of those who qualify bother to apply!!only one in 10 have an able bodied adult at home and no one working stereotypes persistwelfare programs do not contribute to out of wedlock births8 out of 10 have only 1 or 2 kidsdef don't have on average more kids, it's just under 3, same as reg populationnot even one percent of black adults receives cash benefitsmost SNAPers work, earn some incomethey are working and doing their best - everything conservatives would have them doearnings insufficientdoesn't discourage work - SNAP families are working more than ever!Cato Institute dishonest reportEven worse liars at Heritage Foundationgood old days of just making your family do it or relying on "mutual aid societies"Real Reason:NOT ENOUGH JOBS AVAILABLE.Walmart opens new store in DC  - 23,000 people applied for 600 jobs.2014 - 4.7 million job openings   - 9.5 million looking for workno matter the work ethic, half cannot find work economy is not producing enough employmentlong unemployed face discriminationWalmart and McDonalds get the taxpayers to subsidize them by shifting the burden of supporting workers from employers to the public.Walmart cheats employees and then gets all the SNAP money!  (1 in 5 SNAP dollars)worse in fast food - massive subsidy to fast food industryeven about a third of bank tellers rely on public assistance!!restaurant industry in california takes out billboards threatening to replace workers with ipads if they raise the minimum wage"conservative mouthpieces in the media" 
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Under the AffluenceValorizing the RichTodd Wileman, "If you are poor, just stop being poor."Sam Zell - the one percent work harder, don't resent them, emulate them.Tom Perkins of SF expects Kristallnachtdemonizing the rich is demonizing a minority!compared to lynchings by Benmosche of AIGlauded as "only imaginable incentive"O'Leary"the inspiration that everyone needs"one person worth same as everyone else by 2030 - fantastic!Makers vs takers memeFair Share of Taxesrich pay half the taxes in this country because they are making half the money 46%middle pays ten percent of taxes, only gets 11% of all incomepoorest pays only 2% of all taxes - makes only 3% of all income"relative tax rates"Rich Rely on govt more!government did TARP.  Greenberg sues for AIG that bailout was not favorable enough - ignores that AIG would not exist without bailoutMunger of Berkshire Hathway thanks god for bailouts and then says - "Suck it in and cope, buddy." to home ownersWouldn't capitalist theory suggest that for an investment to be efficient and worthwhile it should pay for itself in the market, without government giveaways?rich are expected to respond positively to more moneypoor respond dysfunctionally to more money - waste it allonly fear of death will motivate them to workThe Myth of Elite Talentwealth of nations founders came from slavery and no other sourceslavery allowed rich whites to be the ultimate lazy slackers who had no idea how to work, were afraid of losing every comfortby 1900's monopoly charters in big industries - resulting fortunes were vastNOT due to genius or out competing othersless than a fifth from work, most $$ from interest, dividends and rentsexcess pay actually leads to CEO overconfidencevalue-destroying mergers and acquisitions for which the company was not well suited.  302incentive pay for CEOs negatively impacts stockdon't reflect hard work or social valuepay levels not about merit or usefulness, about power dynamicsthe idea that the poor need the wealthy is backwardsworkers are paid less than the value of the work performedwithout the capitalist to offer the job, there would be no work.  BUTthere would be no capitalist without previous workersA Culture of Predatory Affluencethey suggest it is the poor who are immoraldysfunctional, pathological and destructiveGM decides it's cheaper to pay off the deadpeople seek to make money without actually workingwithout having to create anything of lasting valuewithout having to worry about the impact on othersunsatisfied with six-figure salaries"short term orientationBlackstone is destroying affordable housingIs it ethical to engage in a practice that increases the cost of living to moderate income persons and reduces their ability to buy homes?the pathalogical "overclass" is never discussedpower changes how the brain responds to others  327 culture of affluence means obeisance to corporations
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Despite such inequality, humans have strong egalitarian preferences1–5.relative position = social statusrelaton to each other and size of gapshttps://www.ted.com/talks/richard_wilkinson#t-104929chronic stress from social pressuresviolence more common - people sensitive to being looked down on
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Forcing people to save is not the answerhttp://www.businessinsider.com/forced-saving-is-not-the-answer-to-inequality-in-america-2014-11Saving and Wealth InequalityWhy We Don't Save in America:Perhaps it’s precisely because American policy has embraced free markets over egalitarianism that many Americans spend more to signal their prosperity, to separate themselves from their peer groups, and to show that they are better than equal.https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2016/04/why-dont-americans-save-money/478929/Forced Savings - Soc Sec etc.https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/03/how-to-fix-americas-wealth-inequality-teach-americans-to-be-cheap/273940/Nudge Americans to save and teach them to invest in higher-yield lower-fee vehiclesHow it effects saving behavior:https://blogs.imf.org/2012/09/13/united-states-how-inequality-affects-saving-behavior/makes it unlikely Americans can save their way out of itBehavior Before, AfterWe estimate that 30–40 percent of retirement wealth inequality is accounted for by financial knowledge.https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/690950Optimal Financial Knowledge and Wealth Inequality
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https://fair.org/extra/wealth-gap-yawns8212and-so-do-media/Media Yawns at inequalityreporting is scant because it's depressinghttps://alumni.berkeley.edu/california-magazine/just-in/2016-04-06/poor-journalism-media-coverage-poor-getting-better-or-worseWhy do little coverage?https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/in-plain-sight/media-coverage-poverty-why-so-little-v17385837People uninformed about poverty:http://www.borgenmagazine.com/lack-media-coverage-poverty/Poor Journalism: Is Media Coverage of the Poor Getting Better or Worse? https://alumni.berkeley.edu/california-magazine/just-in/2016-04-06/poor-journalism-media-coverage-poor-getting-better-or-worse
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The Spirit LevelBook by Kate Pickett and Richard G. WilkinsonInequality trusthttps://www.equalitytrust.org.uk/resources/the-spirit-levelHis ted talkhttps://www.ted.com/talks/richard_wilkinson#t-989083
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the economy is a storykeeping up with jonesesrelative deprivation - crushing to be of low rankspending psychologypeople can't just stop trying to keep up w/jnsmedia sets the standard at Kardashian levelOther points:Social Movements a la Occupy Wall StreetTeaching Cheap - non-materialism?the relationship of Personal Savings to Inequality =Significant Capitalism portrayed as the only game in town
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Charles Dickens noticed the great disparity between the rich and the poor in his time, and wrote his famous book A Christmas Carol about the rich miser Ebenezer Scrooge to expose the unfairness of it all to the public. Different attempts have been made to address the inequities over the years, but today we seem to be embracing the same kind of cultural acceptance of poverty that they did in Dickens' time - a new Scroogism (Wise, 2015).One way the media reinforces wealth inequality is by presenting a very specific narrative about the relationship between the classes in society.  To maintain the separation, we adopt the attitude that everyone is getting just what they deserve.   In Under the Affluence, Tim Wise explains that this attitude has been with us since before the dawn of Industrialism.  Beginning in the 16th century, the common areas of England were claimed and fenced by the wealthy in a process called "enclosure," forcing the poorer farmers from their ancestral livelihood into towns to beg (Wise, 2015).The public relations campaign to punish and demonize the poor was begun, and included public whippings for paupers and forcing the poor into workhouses, where conditions were deliberately kept horrible so that people would take any work at all to stay out of them. This was justified by characterizing the poor as naturally dirty, stupid and so lazy that nothing else could convince them to work. (Wise, 2015). Today's culture carries the same narrative, greatly aided and abetted by the media.  Scrooge from Dickens' A Christmas Carol	written to show the inequity of their time	our society is arguably even less equalModern Scroogeism: 	a revival of the idea that wealth is apportioned as just deserts	hoarding wealth by swaying public opinion against social services	making the poor seem like filthy sub-humans who have brought this on themselves
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The observed effect may seem counter intuitive due to the effect of the nonuniform distribution of savings, since it may seem that the rich use their money to earn larger returns and the poor have no savings with which they can produce returns or eliminate debt [50, 51]. However, the imperfect correlation between wealth and income enables the possibility of savings to reduce the relative gap between deciles. These results do not imply that extremely poor individuals can become very rich if they work and save a large fraction of their income. It only accounts for the possibility of mainly middle and higher wealth deciles to narrow the relative gap between their wealth and the wealth of the richer individuals. This is the effect observed in the above figures, driven by personal savings....the relative gap between the bottom deciles and top decile becomes narrower, when personal savings are large comparing to the other parameters. This effect would vanish if wealth and income were almost identically distributed and highly correlated.Tax, it was suggested that increasing income tax progressively might contribute to lowering wealth inequality [does work a littlet increasing the average tax rate reduces the disposable income, hence effectively reduces savings. Moreover, increasing progressive income tax also reduces the income inequality. In short, taxation reduces savings, but redistributes income more equally, and therefore increasing progressive income tax creates a trade-off between the effects of the decreased savings and the decreased income inequality.However, what is apparent from these results, which could not be deduced from the previous results, is that as income inequality increases, the effect of savings on wealth inequality weakens. Specifically, when the Gini index is above 0.6, the personal savings tend to have only a mild effect on wealth inequality.has a tipping point, like climate change However, if the recent income inequality surge will continue in the next few decades, the US economy might reach a point in which wealth and income will be strongly correlated and increasing savings will cease to have a major effect on the distribution of wealth. These results demonstrate the trade-off between the different effects of changing the progressive income tax.ndicate that when income inequality is very high compared to wealth inequality, the effect of personal savings tends to be milder. Gini above 6.0 = no won't help sorryThese results also highlight the need for the distinction between wealth and income inequalities and indicate that the dynamics of wealth inequality in low income countries are fundamentally different from these dynamics in rich countries.
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Don't blame the robotshttps://www.epi.org/publication/technology-inequality-dont-blame-the-robots/#epi-toc-17it's not technology or skill based occupational things
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Claim that there is a poor mindset, the rich became rich by doing great things:Many of them forget that most rich people ALL had to EARN their wealth. One reason why people with a poverty mindset say “being rich is evil” is simply because they are jealous. That’s crab mentality in action: they would rather badmouth rich people and bring them down instead of working to be as successful as they are.http://yourwealthymind.com/rich-oppressing-poor-myth-wealth-is-earned/Check every single “rich kid” and every single wealthy family in the world. Check their parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, and their ancestors: They all started poor, like everyone else. It’s just that SOMEONE from their family started to work harder and smarter to building better and more valuable things in order to grow rich.Thirty steps to wealth ad comes up!  They are selling advice.__________________________________________________________________________Why Americans need to save much more with our help:https://www.thecapitalideas.com/articles/why-americans-are-saving-moreNot really an article, and ad for financial services encouraging savings:wealth vs poverty mindsethttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0Fu4ZCrcjw
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One important way the media is affecting change on inequality in our country is by preventing it.  A public will only be motivated to change conditions they percieve and understand, and the media in our country is working to be sure that people don't know the extent of the problem.  According to an article on the website for Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting, a large study from 2010 showed the gap between the classes growing larger, with accentuated disrepancies for people of color, and yet no one really paid attention, least of all the media (Hollar, 2010).This may be in large part because of media concentration.  As media companies are acquired by larger and larger conglomerates, they begin to have an editorial slant that supports the interest of wealthy conglomerates (Galston & Hendrickson, 2018).  With insufficient competition, dominant firms remain at the top of the marketplace with little pressure to cover their own rise to dominance.This leads to "Media Caputure."Media Concentration:https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2018/01/05/the-consequences-of-increasing-concentration-and-decreasing-competition-and-how-to-remedy-them/Still Relevant 10 years later:https://www.oif.ala.org/oif/?p=10769Media Capture Petrova, Maria (01/01/2006). "Inequality and Media Capture.". Conference Papers -- Midwestern Political Science Association , p. 1.Popular support of redistributive policies depends on information they have about the tax system and efficiency of public projects. Mass media provides a convenient means for manipulating public opinion, even when voters understand that the media can be biased. I develop a theory of media capture in which the rich can influence information published in a media outlet at a cost. The model shows that higher inequality is associated with lower media freedom; this effect is stronger in democratic regimes. I find empirical support for the model in both panel data and cross-country analysis.Media Capture:https://tribune.com.pk/story/1507580/media-capture/
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Influencing the Perception of InequalityOne of the most treasured beliefs in America is that we are a meritocracy, that anyone who will work hard and play by the rules will become a success.  While there are times when there is some truth to this for a few, the vast majority of poor Americans will not be able to rise above the class of their parents.  However the idea that wealth is deserved is cultivated in our society even from a very young age.  Strieb, Ayala and Wixted conducted a study of the highest-grossing children's movies, and found many depictions showing that characters end up in the class they deserve, or rise through the classes by displaying great merit (Strieb, Ayala & Wixted, 2016).This same Horatio Alger success story is presented to adults, often as advertising for get-rich-yourself schemes.  For example, a web site offers advice on how to ignore the complaining of the poor in order to cultivate a guilt-free, "rich" mind set: "Many of [the annoying poor] forget that most rich people ALL had to EARN their wealth. One reason why people with a poverty mindset say “being rich is evil” is simply because they are jealous. That’s crab mentality in action: they would rather badmouth rich people and bring them down instead of working to be as successful as they are" (Yin 2016).  We have a perception in this country that inequality is deserved, partly because so many voices try to convince us there is an easy path to wealth for those that will but try.One of the worst developments in exacerbating inequality is the incredibly high social standards that are presented as normal.  In the 50's the term "keeping up with the Joneses" was referred to the new consumer habits of conspicuous consumption, where people felt compelled to own items owned by their neighbors.  However people in our modern culture are far more isolated, spend more time watching television, and are subjected to lavish displays of every kind of extravagance being enjoyed by reality celebrities.  So today the social pressure is not to keep up with one's neighbors, but with celebrity trends, as exemplified by a show literally called "Keeping Up with the Kardashians" (Pritchard, 2013).This is part of why inequality itself creates such suffering.  It is sometimes pointed out that all but the very poorest Americans are unlikely to literally starve, and usually have a certain level of material comfort, so perhaps they should simply enjoy what they have got and not expect better.  But as Richard Wilkinson points out in The Spirit Level, humans do not work that way.  As humans, we compare ourselves to each other and strive to find a meaningful place for ourselves within the ranks. Finding ourselves at the bottom, unable to win at competitions with others and enjoy the same kind of rewards, is crushing to the human spirit (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2011).  This may be why inequality, rather than absolute poverty, is associated with every kind of negative outcome in society from lower life expectancy to lower education levels to higher crime (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2011).Savings vs. Keeping up with the JonesesInequality affects saving behaviorhttps://blogs.imf.org/2012/09/13/united-states-how-inequality-affects-saving-behavior/It's a mating behavior!Who are the Jonses and Why are We Trying to Keep Up With Them?https://www.huffingtonpost.com/mary-pritchard/keeping-up-with-the-joneses_b_2467957.html+ relative deprivationthe eyes of others in wilkinson book Impact of Inequality sick societies healthier
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ABSTRACT
Media targeted at adults tends to portray poverty and social
class inequality as the result of individual merit andmoral worth.
Research, however, has not uncovered how poverty and social
class inequality are portrayed in media targeted at children.
Drawing on a content analysis of the highest grossing G-rated
movies, this study examines the proportional representation of
characters in each class as well as frames of class conditions,
characters, and the opportunity structure. These frames suggest
that children’s media legitimates poverty and social class
inequality in a new way—by presenting them as benign.


KEYWORDS
Children; inequality; media;
movies; poverty; social class


The media tends to frame poverty and social class inequality as
legitimate (Bullock, Wyche, & Williams, 2001; Gamson, Croteau,
Hoynes, & Sasson, 1992; Gramsci, 1971; Kendall, 2011). Who is
portrayed, how they are portrayed, and how the class structure are
presented all tend to frame poverty and social class inequality as appro-
priate and fair (Bullock et al., 2001; Kendall, 2011; Skeggs, 2004). Many
of these frames point to a common theme—that poverty and social class
inequality are justified as the result of individuals’ merit and moral
worth (Kendall, 2011; Mantsios, 1995; Skeggs, 2004). However, though
scholars observe the recurrence of these frames in media targeted at
adults, it is largely unknown if the same frames appear in media targeted
at children. We show that this oversight is problematic as it masks
variation in how social class inequality is portrayed and does not reveal
what messages individuals are exposed to throughout the life course. By
analyzing one subset of children’s media—the highest grossing G-rated
movies—we uncover additional ways that poverty and inequality are
legitimated. In addition to framing poverty and social class inequality
as a result of just deserts, G-rated movies legitimate them by erasing,
downplaying, and sanitizing their effects—by portraying poverty and
inequality as benign.
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Media frames of social class inequality


Media constructs reality by providing frames through which to see the world
(Gamson et al., 1992). Frames are ways of “selecting and highlighting some
elements of reality and suppressing others, in a way that constructs a story
about a social problem, its causes, its moral nature and its possible remedies”
(Entman, 1995, p. 142). Frames that underscore the same constructs of what is
real, problematic, and moral may also be grouped together as metaframes.
Frames and metaframes regarding poverty and social class inequality tend to
justify it (Gamson et al., 1992; Kendall, 2011; Skeggs, 2004). We review how
poverty and social class inequality are routinely framed.1We focus not only on
how the poor are portrayed but also on how they are portrayed in comparison
to individuals in other classes and in the context of specific class structures.


Studies of media directed at adults uncover three types of frames about class
inequality. First, studies examine who enters the frame, or the proportional
representation of people from different social classes. Studies find that the poor
are severely under-represented in news stories, fictional television shows, and
even some ads for giving aid to the poor but are not under-represented in day-
time talk shows and reality TV (Bishop, 2008; Bullock et al., 2001; Entman,
1995; Mantsios, 1995). Not all types of poor people are equally represented.
The “undeserving poor”—those viewed as lazy, immoral, and unwilling to play
by the rules—are over-represented in comparison to the deserving poor, or
those portrayed as hard working, morally upstanding, and willing to play by
the rules (Clawson & Trice, 2000; Gilens, 1996). At the same time, the upper
middle class tends to be over-represented in television sitcoms and the inter-
ests of the upper-middle- and upper classes tend to be over-represented in
news stories (Bullock et al., 2001; Heider & Fuse, 2004; Kollmeyer, 2004).


A second type of frame focuses on the characteristics attributed to people of
different social classes. As noted above, in media targeted at adults the most
common framing of the poor is as possessing individual deficits that make
them undeserving of a higher class position. They are generally portrayed as
lazy, unintelligent, uninterested in education, sexually irresponsible, criminal,
and dependent upon the state (Kelly, 2010; Kendall, 2011; Rose &
Baumgartner, 2013). The working-class are typically framed as undeserving
of upward mobility due to a different set of traits. They are regularly positioned
as backwards, buffoons, morally corrupt, irresponsible, authoritarian, tasteless,
and unrestrained (Alper & Leistyna, 2005; Kendall, 2011; Skeggs, 2004). The
middle class, to the contrary, tends to be framed as progressive, virtuous, or as
including everyone (Kendall, 2011; Mantsios, 1995; Skeggs, 2004); the upper
class is often portrayed as admirable, generous, and caring (Kendall, 2011).
Although there are exceptions, the dominant frames portray people at the
bottom of the class ladder as deserving their disadvantage and people at the top
as earning their advantage (Kendall, 2011; Paulson & O’Guinn, 2012).


2 J. STREIB ET AL.
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The media does frame not only people, but also the class structure. In general,
news and fictional programs frame the class structure as corresponding to the
American Dream (Kendall, 2011; Mantsios, 1995). According to the American
Dream, opportunities are available to everyone and individuals rise and fall
through the class structure based upon their hard work, morals, and willingness
to play by the rules (Hochschild, 1995). Framed as an open class structure,
the media then focuses on individual characteristics while also downplaying
structural factors that block opportunities for some and provide them for others
(Bullock et al., 2001).


Frames of who is included, how they are portrayed, and the nature of the
class structure can be grouped under two metaframes. We argue that the first
is a “benign” metaframe. This metaframe erases, downplays, or sanitizes
poverty and class inequality, implying that poverty and inequality are not
particularly problematic as few people suffer from them. We suggest that a
second metaframe is a “malevolent” one. Rather than downplaying and
sanitizing poverty and social class inequality, this metaframe highlights
hardships and unequal resources and validates them as the just deserts for
people of unequal worth. In media targeted at adults, the malevolent
metaframe arguably predominates, as people from the lower classes are
regularly portrayed as bad people who deserve the hardships associated
with a lower class position (Alper & Leistyna, 2005; Kelly, 2010; Mantsios,
1995). A benign metaframe, however, is also used as the poor are typically
under-represented. Yet these metaframes are not portrayed equally. In media
targeted at adults the malevolent metaframe tends to be observable through
what is visible (the deservingness of characters in an open class structure)
whereas the benign metaframe tends to only be observable by considering
what is invisible (the poor).


These frames and metaframes are evident in media targeted at adults, but
adults are neither the only ones aware of poverty and inequality nor the only
ones at whom media is directed.2 In fact, young children report that the poor
are lazier, less intelligent, and less moral than the middle class and rich; they
also tend to see these characteristics as preventing the poor’s mobility
(Sigelman, 2012; Weinger, 1998, 2000). At the same time, a large proportion
of media is produced for and consumed by children. Each G-rated movie, on
average, yields more theater viewers and DVD sales than movies of other
genres (Sundaram, 2006). Approximately one third of children watch a
movie every day (Vandewater et al., 2007), one half of children ages 3 to 6
years have watched over a dozen of the top-grossing children’s movies
(Martin, Luke, & Verduzco-Baker, 2007), and many children watch the
same movie repeatedly (Mares, 1998).


Although much media is directed at children, there is little knowledge of
whether the frames and metaframes about poverty and social class inequality
in children’s media mirror those in media targeted at adults. To the best of
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the authors’ knowledge, only three studies examine this question. These
studies find that mid-20th-century comic books frame wealth as largely
earned through hard work, children’s television shows under-represent the
poor, and children’s books depict stratified societies (Belk, 1987; Callister,
Robinson, & Clark, 2007; Levi Martin, 2000). These studies, though revealing,
do not provide a comprehensive understanding of frames and metaframes
about poverty and social class inequality in children’s media. This article
takes a first step in this direction by analyzing frames of poverty and class
inequality in the highest grossing children’s movies. Given class-segregated
social worlds, taboos about talking about social class, and children’s limited
observations of social mobility (DeMott, 1992; Emler & Dickinson, 2004;
Reardon & Bischoff, 2011), this study uncovers what may be the most
common frames about social class inequality to which children are exposed.


Data and method


The data for this study comes from G-rated movies grossing more than $100
million as of January 1, 2014 (Box Office Mojo, 2014). Table 1 lists the
sampled movies. We excluded two G-rated movies, Airport and Gone with
the Wind, as ratings have changed over time and these are unlikely to still
be considered children’s movies. We focus on G-rated movies and exclude
PG-rated movies as the former are likely to be particularly distinct from
media targeted at adults.


The sampled movies were analyzed in two ways. First, the authors
conducted a qualitative content analysis. Using techniques derived from
grounded theory, codes were inductively generated from the data
(Charmaz, 2006). Codes focused on each character’s physical and personality
traits, experiences, mobility, relationships, and quotes about class. The
second and third authors were then trained to code the data, and the movies
were screened and coded independently by all authors. As part of the
analysis, each author wrote memos about how class was portrayed in each
movie, generated a list of themes that were present in the movies, and coded
these through inductive-deductive iterations. Second, and of less centrality,
the authors counted the number of characters of each class.


Aligned with the dominant sociological understandings of social class, we
conceptualize social classes as broad groups of people who share occupational
statuses and educations (Lareau & Conley, 2008).3 Accordingly, we assigned
characters to categorical class positions based on their occupation and educa-
tion. We included seven classes: upper class, upper middle class, middle class,
working class, poor, unknown, and none. Upper-class characters were defined as
CEOs, royalty, celebrities, and friends of royalty who did not work but shared a
residence or lifestyle with royalty. Upper-middle-class characters were defined as
lead advisers to royalty, managers and individuals in managerial roles (including
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military captains, governors, mayors, and Santa), as well as individuals in
positions that require a graduate degree (lawyers, principals, psychologists,
and professors). Middle-class characters were defined as small business owners,
inventors, and occupants of positions that require a bachelor’s degree (mostly
teachers). Working-class characters were those in jobs that provide services for
the upper classes as well as those in blue-collar positions (truck drivers,
mechanics, soldiers, sailors, miners, conductors, chimney sweeps, garbage col-
lectors), lower white-collar positions (secretaries, assistants, sales associates,
nannies, nuns), low-wage entertainers (circus performers), and work-study
students. Poor characters were defined as being unemployed without having
connections to royalty and without being married to a wage earner.


In cases when occupations and educations existed in the depicted society but
the occupation and education of particular characters were unknown, we used a
specific set of status indicators to define class. In a Bourdieusian (Bourdeiu,


Table 1. List of G-Rated Movies Grossing Over $100 Million.
Movie title Includes a character with a class


A Bug’s Life X
Aladdin X
Alvin and the Chipmunks: Chipwrecked X
Bambi
Beauty and the Beast X
Cars X
Cars 2 X
Chicken Little X
Chicken Run X
Finding Nemo
Horton Hears a Who X
Mary Poppins X
Monsters Inc. X
Monsters University X
Mulan X
One Hundred and One Dalmatians (1961) X
Pocahontas X
Ratatouille X
Rio X
Snow White X
Tarzan X
The Hunchback of Notre Dame X
The Jungle Book
The Lion King X
The Little Mermaid X
The Polar Express X
The Princess Diaries X
The Princess and the Frog X
The Rugrats Movie X
The Santa Claus 2 X
The Sound of Music X
Toy Story X
Toy Story 2 X
Toy Story 3
Wall-e X
101 Dalmatians (1996) X
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1984) framework, markers of status correspond to class (albeit imperfectly) and
are used by laypeople as a proxy for class. Status indicators included old
money (upper class), legacy college students (upper middle class), high-status
community members in populations in which other community members have
occupations and educations (upper middle class), living in a large suburban
home (middle class), and homelessness or living in a cramped rundown home
(poor). Characters who lived in a society in which a class system existed but
their own occupation, education, and status were unclear were classified as
unknown. In addition, some characters lived in societies in which occupations
and educations did not exist. Characters in these situations were considered
to have no class. If no primary (main characters) or secondary character
(supporters of main characters) in a movie had a class, we excluded the
movie from the analysis. In total, we excluded four of the 36 movies. In each
of the included movies, characters’ class positions were coded by all three
authors. If the authors could not reach agreement, the character was coded as
unknown. As the movies contain little information on tertiary characters, only
primary and secondary characters are included in the analysis. Characters’
assigned class position reflects their premobility position because when social
mobility occurred it typically did so at the end of the movie.


After coding the class position of the characters and the general content of
the movies, we used “sensitizing concepts” (Blumer, 1969) of proportional
representation, characters, and ideas of the opportunity structure to group the
findings. In the final stage of the analysis we considered if any metaframes
captured the collection of frames. Findings that emerged from each stage of the
analysis are presented below.


Findings


Five categories of frames about poverty and social class inequality were present
in the sampled movies. These include frames concerning proportional
representation, class conditions, characters, ideas of the opportunity structure
as open, and ideas of the opportunity structure as closed. Each is described
below. Most frames depict poverty and class inequality as benign.


Proportional representation


Children’s movies frame the class structure as top heavy. As shown in Table 2,
more than 30% of primary characters who have a class are in the upper class
and approximately one fourth are in the upper middle class. Slightly more than
one fifth (22.39%) of primary classed characters are in the middle class. The
working class is less represented, as 16% of primary classed characters are in
this category. Strikingly, only 4% of primary characters with a class are poor.
The representation of secondary characters is slightly less skewed, with a
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higher percent of working-class and poor characters and a lower proportion of
upper-class ones. Due to differing conceptualizations and operationalizations
of social class, scholars do not agree on the proportion of Americans in each
class (Lareau & Conley, 2008). However, most would agree that the sampled
movies dramatically over-represent the upper class and under-represent the
poor. The top-heavy frame casts social class inequality as benign as it is
portrayed as benefitting many and harming few.


Frames of class conditions


Frames of class conditions minimize poor and working-class hardships.
Although poor and working-class characters experience some material
deprivation, their hardships are generally downplayed or erased. For
example, in Ratatouille, Remy is a poor rat who strives to be recognized as
a talented chef. He finds that the problems with poverty have little to do with
material hardships. Rather, he suggests that the biggest problem with poverty
is the tastes of the poor; they eat and enjoy what he considers bad food.
Remy’s father and brother (both poor) similarly argue that poverty itself is
not problematic; the real problem is that Remy insists on moving away and
snubbing their lifestyle.


Hardships associated with poverty are also minimized in Aladdin. Aladdin
is homeless and hungry. Although Aladdin views his life as difficult, Jasmine,
a princess, views her own life as equally hard. The two characters minimize
the hardships associated with poverty by suggesting that the problems of a
pauper and a princess are equally difficult.


Aladdin: The palace looks pretty amazing, huh?
Jasmine, disappointed, responding about the palace where she


lives: It’s wonderful.
Aladdin: I wonder what it’d be like to live there, and have


servants and valets.
Jasmine: Oh, sure. People who tell you where to go and how to


dress.


Table 2. The Representation of Characters in Each Class.
Class Primary characters Secondary characters


Upper class 21 (31.34%) 23 (18.70%)
Upper middle class 17 (25.37%) 26 (21.14%)
Middle class 15 (22.39%) 25 (20.32%)
Working class 11 (16.42%) 38 (30.90%)
Poor 3 (4.48%) 11 (8.94%)
Total 67 (100%) 123 (100%)


Note. Excludes characters with no class or whose class is unknown.
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Aladdin: That’s better than here. You’re always scraping for
food and ducking the guards.


Jasmine: You’re not free to make your own choices.
Aladdin: Sometimes you feel so. . .
Jasmine: You’re just. . .


Aladdin and Jasmine,
simultaneously:


Trapped.


Aladdin’s poverty is minimized by drawing a false parallel.
Working-class hardships are also minimized. Only one primary working-class


character, Tiana in The Princess and the Frog, worries about money, and her
worry is about securing finances for upward mobility rather than for stability.
None of the working-class characters worry about shelter, food, or health care. In
fact, some stop working for pay without worry. In Mary Poppins, the lead
character quits her job after feeling accomplished. In A Bug’s Life the circus
bugs are bitter about being fired but do not prioritize finding new work.


Hardships associated with working-class jobs are also minimized. Rather
than experience their jobs as problematic, nearly all working-class characters
perceive their jobs as invigorating, fun, and allowing substantial autonomy
and authority. For example, the servants in Beauty and the Beast roam
around the castle as they please, host a dinner party against the wishes of
their boss, and believe they can persuade their boss to be the person they
wish. They also dance while cheerfully singing about the joys of serving the
rich: “Life is so unnerving for a servant who’s not serving. He’s not whole
without a soul to wait upon.” The dwarves in Snow White happily sing of the
pleasure they gain from working in a mine: “We dig dig dig dig dig dig dig in
our mine the whole day through. To dig dig dig dig dig dig dig is what we
really like to do.” In Mary Poppins, Bert portrays his chimney sweep job as
highly enjoyable. He sings: “When you’re with a ‘sweep, you’re in glad
company. . . A sweep is as lucky as lucky can be.” And though his job as a
chimney sweep gives him the freedom to sing and dance, he explains that
bankers have less autonomy, power, and fun. Speaking to the children of a
banker, he says, “The one my heart goes out to is your father. There he is in
that cold, heartless bank day after day, hemmed in by mounds of cold,
heartless money. I don’t like to see any living thing caged up.” Bert, like
other characters, frames working-class jobs as devoid of difficulties. This
frame minimizes the hardships associated with working-class jobs. In doing
so, this frame and those that minimize other hardships associated with
poverty and working-class life suggest that social class inequality is benign
as those at the bottom of the class ladder suffer little, lead relatively stable
lives, and experience many advantages.


Frames of the conditions of the upper-class also minimize inequality by
suggesting that their class conditions are no more secure than those of the
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poor and working class. Upper-class characters live in castles or mansions;
they often have servants and rule kingdoms. These luxuries, however, invite
threats. Three fourths of the movies with upper-class characters involve the
focal upper-class characters defending their class position against individuals
or groups trying to usurp them. Ironically, upper-class conditions are then
framed as insecure, whereas working-class conditions are viewed as highly
secure. Nevertheless, social class inequality is framed as mostly benign as
those at the bottom barely suffer and those at the top only face only the
threat of suffering rather than suffering itself.


Framing characters


Characters who are born into different classes are framed as having different
traits. Below we describe the primary ways that those born in each social class
are framed. None of the frames point to a malevolent metaframe though
many align with a benign one.


Born poor
In the sampled movies, primary poor characters are framed as morally
upstanding, hardworking, ambitious, willing to play by the rules, smart,
and brave. For example, in Aladdin, Aladdin is homeless and steals food to
survive.4 However, he also gives food to those who suffer more, is recognized
as the most moral person in the kingdom, works hard to dodge guards, and is
ambitious in pursuing a princess even though he considers himself a “street
rat.” Similarly, in The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Esmeralda is poverty
stricken and persecuted but still looks out for others who suffer. She
befriends a hunchback, protects her community, and outwits a powerful
enemy. In Ratatouille, Remy refuses to steal, bravely enters the human
world, works hard to learn to cook, strives to be the first rat who is a chef,
and cleverly avoids those who suspect that there is a rat in the kitchen.


In contrast, poor secondary characters are framed as morally corrupt,
unwilling to play by the rules, and often unintelligent or backward. In Rio,
for example, Marcel, Tipo, and Armando do not play by the rules but illegally
steal exotic birds. Tipo and Armando also lazily watch television and are
outsmarted by the birds they are meant to watch. In Ratatouille, Django and
Emile are portrayed as immoral and backward; they steal food, show little
interest in reading or fine food, and cling to unproven prejudices. Likewise,
in The Lion King the hyenas are framed as immoral and unintelligent.
Portrayed as foolish followers, they serve as accomplices to a murder. By
framing primary but not secondary poor characters as virtuous, moral worth
and poverty are partly decoupled. The framings are less malevolent than
those often portrayed in media targeted at adults as not all characters born
into poverty deserve to be there.
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Born working class
Frames of working-class characters in the sampled children’s movies are
starkly different than those that commonly appear in media targeted at
adults. Rather than framed as irresponsible and authoritarian buffoons,
most working-class characters are framed as warm and part of close-knit
communities.5 For example, the circus bugs in A Bug’s Life, the servants in
Beauty and the Beast, the dwarves in Snow White, and the soldiers in Mulan
work and play together, look out for each other, and exhibit a high degree of
solidarity. Some of these communities are shown as so warm that more
privileged characters are voluntarily downwardly mobile to be part of
them. In Cars, for example, Sally leaves behind her upper-middle-class job
as a lawyer to join the working-class community of Radiator Springs—a
community that she enjoys because everyone looks out for and enjoys
each other. In the same movie, Lightning McQueen, a celebrity race car,
accidentally enters Radiator Springs. Although he initially plans to leave, he
stays after learning what it means to be part of a loving community.


Several working-class characters are viewed as so warm that they teach
upper-middle-class and upper-class characters, mostly men, how to be warm
and loving. In Mary Poppins, Bert (working class) convinces Mr. Banks
(upper middle class) that the latter’s job as a banker prevents him from
having loving relationships with his family. Bert tells Mr. Banks, “You’re a
man of high position, esteemed by your peers. And when your little tykes are
crying, you haven’t time to dry their tears.” In The Sound of Music, Maria, a
governess, teaches her upper-class employer how to express love to his
children. In The Princess and the Frog, Tiana (working class) teaches Prince
Naveen (upper class) to treat others well, and in Beauty and the Beast the
servants (working class) teach the beast (upper class) to be warm enough to
attract love. This frame of a warm and communal working-class suggests that
class inequality is benign. Rather than a threat to the upper classes, the
working-class is portrayed as happy to care for the upper-classes and treat
the upper-class’ interests as their own.6


Born middle class
Middle-class characters are typically portrayed as normal—as nondescript
and just like anyone else. Many are young children—those outside of
judgments about their work ethic and whose morality is not a centerpiece
of their character. Adults are portrayed as normal; their work ethics and
morals are unremarkable. In 101 Dalmatians, for example, Roger and Anita
are portrayed as normal. They live in a midsized apartment, participate in
activities like taking a walk, and are generally kind. When their puppies are
stolen, they worry about their well-being but do not go to heroic lengths to
find the dogs. Instead, the puppies’ parents do most of the work. Similarly, in
Rio Linda lives a modest lifestyle in a normal town. When her bird is stolen,
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she is worried but not horribly hard working in finding her pet. Instead,
Linda’s bird finds her. These middle-class characters have no special talents
or characteristics. Though this frame does not emphasize a benign class
system it also does not portray social class inequality as especially malevolent.


Born upper middle class or upper class
Portrayals of the upper middle class and upper class are presented together
due to their similar framings. In groups of roughly equal size, three
depictions predominate: upper-middle- and upper-class characters as
compassionate and capable, compassionate but needing to prove their cap-
abilities, and callous. The first two frames depict the class structure as benign,
whereas the last offers some support for this view.


One segment of upper- and upper-middle-class characters is framed as
compassionate and capable. These characters are helpful to those below
them. In Snow White, for example, Snow White (upper class) looks after the
working-class dwarves she meets and is so compassionate that working-class
characters hope she will become queen. In The Hunchback of Notre Dame,
Captain Phoebus is in an upper-middle-class position as captain of the guard.
He uses his position to remove a cruel leader, protect the less privileged, and
restore fairness to the community. Likewise, in The Santa Claus 2, Santa is
depicted as a kind-hearted and competent manager who looks after the
elves who work in his factory. Frames of the compassionate upper- and
upper-middle-class downplay differences in class interests and suggest that
inequality is unproblematic as the upper classes look out for the lower classes.


Another segment of upper- and upper-middle-class characters is framed as
compassionate but possessing questionable capabilities. They must demonstrate
that they can carry out the responsibilities associated with their job; in doing so,
they prove that they deserve their class position as they are able to protect those
below them. This occurs inHorton Hears a Who. Jojo is the only son of a mayor
and is expected to take over for his father. His father, however, doubts his son’s
ability to do so as Jojo is quiet and avoids leadership roles. At the end of the
movie, however, Jojo saves the community. He proves that he is a natural fit for
an upper-middle-class position as he can protect those below him. Those in
classes below him also then accept the legitimacy of his position in the upper
middle class. In another example, in A Bug’s Life, Princess Atta is meant to take
over for her mother as queen. Princess Atta lacks confidence in her capabilities
and worries that she will not be able to care for her subjects. After saving the
kingdom, she realizes that she is capable. The working-class ants realize the
same and applaud her. In these cases, upper-class characters’ interests are
presented as identical to their subjects’. In addition, after proving themselves,
upper-class characters are viewed as natural leaders of the lower classes—in
their own eyes and in the eyes of the lower classes.
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A final framing of upper-middle- and upper-class characters is as callous.
These characters, mostly men (11/14), are antagonists. They are cast as self-
centered, greedy, morally corrupt, harmful to others, and willing to use magic
to bend rules. For example, Sir Miles Axelrod (upper class) of Cars 2 tries to
get rich by deceiving and harming others and working outside of the law. Mr.
Waternoose (upper class) of Monsters Inc. plots to disobey company rules
and terrify children in order to make money. The Evil Queen (Snow White,
upper class) and Jafar (Aladdin, upper middle class) set spells to maintain or
increase their power, hurting others in the process. These characters are then
framed as callous. However, though this frame shows that class inequality
can cause suffering when some strive for mobility, the suffering is not
portrayed as justified. Rather, as will be noted in a subsequent section,
none of these characters holds onto an upper-class position whereas all of
their compassionate nemeses do. This suggests that callous individuals do not
have a legitimate claim to the upper class. Class inequality is portrayed as
generally benign as only compassionate characters who look out for those
below them remain in the upper class.


Frames of the opportunity structure as open


The sampled movies portray not only class conditions and classed
characters, but also whether the opportunity structure is open or closed.
An open-class system is one in which people are upwardly and downwardly
mobile due to their merit; a closed-class system is one in which class of birth,
not merit, determines class destination. Two frames suggest that the class
system is open: the American Dream and that love crosses class lines. The
first depicts the class system as malevolent whereas the second depicts the
class system as benign.


The American Dream
The American Dream holds that the opportunity structure is open. It
maintains that anyone, regardless of their class of birth, can be socially
mobile. Those who display hard work, moral fortitude, selflessness, a
willingness to play by the rules, and ambition will rise to the top of the
class ladder; those who lack these traits will fall. Aligned with this frame, the
sampled movies portray individuals’ class of birth as a poor indicator of their
degree of hard work, morality, selflessness, willingness to play by the rules,
and ambition. However, their class destination—or class position at the end
of the movies—is framed as a perfect indicator of these traits.


In Ratatouille, Chef Gusteau repeats, “Not everyone can become a great
artist, but a great artist can come from anywhere.” He also insists, “You must
not let anyone define your limits because of where you come from.” This idea
that the opportunity structure is open is reinforced in that 20 of the 32
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movies with a classed character have a socially mobile character, most of
whom jump from the bottom of the class structure to the top or vice versa.
Further emphasizing the open nature of the class system and the American
Dream is that all characters who are morally upstanding, care for others, play
by the rules, are hardworking, and desire upward mobility achieve it.
Likewise, all characters who are immoral, self-centered, unwilling to
play by the rules, and harm others are downwardly mobile or die. These
characters’ fall from grace is emphasized, glorified, and cast as the just
rewards for their inner traits. As such, the class system is portrayed as
malevolent as characters who deserve to be downwardly mobile are.


The idea that immorality, selfishness, and an unwillingness to play by the
rules blocks characters’ access to the upper classes is also underscored by the
efforts of the upwardly mobile characters themselves. Several characters
express one of these traits as they strive to be upwardly mobile; they must
refrain from them before they can attain mobility. For example, Aladdin is
widely known as the most moral person in the kingdom. He is rewarded for his
morality by gaining access to the Cave of Wonders where he finds a magic
lamp that contains a genie. The genie offers him three wishes, and he uses one
to make himself a prince. However, upward mobility by way of magic does not
entail hard work or playing by the rules, and Aladdin also becomes self-
centered when he pretends to be a prince. Therefore, his upward mobility
does not stick. He only regains a position as a prince after shedding his bravado
and reliance on magic and instead demonstrating hard work, resourcefulness,
and selflessness. Similarly, Mike in Monsters University dreams of being the
first in his family to graduate from the university’s top program. He works
relentlessly to do so but begins to demean his friends who stand in his way.
Mike’s teammate also cheats on Mike’s behalf—not playing by the rules—and
Mike is kicked out of the program. However, once Mike returns to treating
others kindly and playing by the rules he achieves upward mobility. The idea
of a malevolent class system is again highlighted as each moral misstep is
punished by blocked mobility.


The perfect relationship between class destination and deservingness is also
portrayed by examining who is not upwardly and downwardly mobile. Poor
secondary characters all steal, cheat, or lie. None is upwardly mobile. Most
working-class characters are hardworking, caring, and morally upstanding.
However, they lack ambition; therefore, many are not upwardly mobile.
Middle-class characters are unremarkable and remain in place. Upper-middle-
class and upper-class characters who are compassionate all keep their class
position. This frame highlights that the opportunity structure is open as
individual traits, not class origin, determine class destination. It simultaneously
casts class inequality as malevolent as the mobility efforts of the selfish are
blocked, the hardships of the downwardly mobile are highlighted, and unequal
class destinations are justified as a result of preferences and just deserts.
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Love crosses class lines
The sampled movies frame love as regularly crossing class lines. Of the 32
movies with classed characters, 13 contain a couple in which each partner is in
a different class at the time the courtship begins. Once cross-class relationships
are formed, they are portrayed as easy and continuing without regard to
characters’ class differences. In Beauty and the Beast, Belle (middle class)
must teach the Beast (upper class) to love, but it is his coldness, not their
class differences, that cause friction. In The Sound of Music, Maria (working
class) and Captain Von Trapp (upper class) marry and live together without
conflict. In many of the remaining movies, the cross-class relationship is
solidified at the end of the movie, with the implication that the cross-class
couple will live happily ever after. The love crosses class lines frame then
portrays the class system as open and benign. The frame downplays class
differences and the effects of inequality on spatial segregation, social
relationships, and opportunities for mobility. It instead maintains that the
classes love and respect one another, experience no unbridgeable divides, and
are willing to share their lives and their resources with people of other classes.


Frames of the opportunity structure as closed


Just as the American Dream and love crosses class lines frames depict the
opportunity structure as open, other frames depict the class structure as
closed. These frames include the naturalization of homophily, the unequal
rewards, and the rigged-class system frames. Though these frames depict the
class system as somewhat closed, they also present it as somewhat benign.


The naturalization of homophily
The naturalization of homophily frame is present when it is portrayed as
commonsensical that two characters who share a class prefer to be in a
relationship with each other. In the sampled movies there are 15 romantic
relationships between characters who share a class. In about one half,
instantaneous love or an emphasis on their shared status implies that it is
natural for characters in the same social class to love each other. For example,
in The Little Mermaid, Ariel, a mermaid princess, wants to meet a human.
Despite their different species, Ariel meets and falls in love with a human
prince. Their instant love implies that it is natural for princesses and princes
to find each other and marry. Similarly, in Snow White, Snow White, a
princess, falls in love with a prince who she has only met briefly, whereas
the working-class dwarves she interacts with more are viewed as unthinkable
romantic partners.7 In The Lion King, Simba and Nala, both upper class,
are portrayed as natural childhood friends and later as obvious romantic
companions despite not having seen each other for years. The naturalization
of homophily frames the upper class as favoring those from their own class,
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thereby limiting the lower class’ opportunities to use marriage to get ahead.
However, it also frames this type of inequality as benign. Inequality is
downplayed as it is portrayed as the result of true love rather than
discrimination.


Unequal rewards
The unequal rewards frame suggests that not everyone receives the same
benefits from displaying the same traits. In the sampled movies, all characters
who display hard work, morality, and ambition end the films in the upper
classes. However, whereas several men are upwardly mobile by exhibiting
these traits alone, women (as well as two men) who exhibit these traits are
only upwardly mobile after marrying. Tiana (working class) in The Princess
and the Frog, for example, works so hard and is so determined to be upwardly
mobile that others repeatedly remind her to take a break. These traits, however,
do not allow her to become upwardly mobile on her own, but are only
rewarded with mobility after she marries a prince. Similarly, in Beauty and
the Beast, Belle (middle class) is refined, morally upstanding, committed to
education, and longs for more economic resources for her father. It is only
through marriage to a prince, however, that her characteristics are rewarded
with upward mobility. The idea that men and women receive unequal rewards,
however, is only visible by comparing plots across movies—not by watching
one movie at a time. And, though it implies the class system is biased, it also
implies that inequality is benign as the women receive a better reward—love.


The rigged class system
In just three of the sampled movies the class system is framed as rigged. In
these systems, hard work, morality, compassion, and ambition are not
rewarded with upward mobility. This occurs in Pocahontas when the
explorers tirelessly dig for gold, but their boss, Governor Radcliffe, does
not allow them to benefit from their labor. In The Hunchback of Notre
Dame, Frollo (upper middle class) oppresses the people he refers to as
gypsies, offering them neither chances for mobility or the freedom of
movement. In A Bug’s Life, Hopper, an upper-middle-class grasshopper,
exploits the ants by requiring them to work for him under the threat of
violence. In each of these movies, those at the top justify the suffering of
those below them. Governor Radcliffe sees exploitation as for the good of his
country, Judge Frollo contends that the group he calls gypsies are “impure
commoners” who deserve to be poor, and Hopper maintains that
exploitation is part of a natural order. These claims position social class
inequality as malevolent, rationalizing poverty and exploitation as justifiable.
However, the oppressed overturn these class systems, suggesting that they are
not natural or justifiable after all.
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Discussion


Media portrayals of poverty and social class inequality tend to legitimate
them. In media targeted at adults, frames about what is visible—characters
and the class structure—tend to depict poverty and social class inequality as
malevolent whereas frames about what is less visible—the poor—tend to
portray class inequality as benign (Kendall, 2011; Skeggs, 2004). This study
examined how poverty and social class are framed in the highest grossing
children’s movies. It found that though malevolent metaframes are used,
benign metaframes are more common and appear through what is visible
and invisible.


The benign metaframe is apparent in many instances. The top-heavy
portrayal of the class structure and the minimization of poverty and working-
class hardships frame class inequality as harmless as few suffer from it. Frames of
the working class as happy to serve the upper classes, the upper classes as
happy to protect the lower classes, and love as crossing class lines erase class
antagonisms and minimize power differentials. That rigged class systems and
their rationales are overthrown suggests that class structures that harmmany are
replaced with ones that harm few. Only one malevolent frame is common in the
sampled movies—the frame of the American Dream. Overall, the sampled
movies repeatedly downplay and sanitize poverty and social class inequality
while less often highlighting and justifying them. The benign metaframe
legitimates poverty and social class inequality by suggesting that they create so
few problems that they are not worth changing.


Compared to analyses of adult-directed media, the highest grossing
children’s movies do more to frame poverty and social class inequality as
benign. This may occur for several reasons. The intended audience is
different, and the idea of childhood innocence may prompt movie writers
to emphasize the benign. In addition, many of the characters in the sampled
movies only reach their class destination at the end of the movie. They then
spend more of the plot in their class origin—a situation that is less moralized.
Poor and working-class characters are also typically portrayed as apart from
their families, allowing them to avoid being tainted by the stigma associated
with their parents’ class destination. Studies of media directed at adults
also focus on news and television shows rather than movies, which may
encourage different types of frames and metaframes. The case should also not
be overstated. Though less prominent, some media directed at adults share a
few of the same benign frames (Chaput, 2007; Kendall, 2011; Mantsios, 1995;
Paulson & O’Guinn, 2012; Thomas & Callahan, 1982).


The findings point to a greater need to understand benign frames of
poverty and social class inequality. Little is known about how viewers
interpret benign and malevolent metaframes in movies. Individuals from
different classes can interpret media differently (Chafel & Neitzel, 2012),
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and this may occur with children’s movies. In addition, malevolent frames
may be more memorable as they are tied to the climax of the movie, but
frames may also differ in their resonance according to if they are about
conditions, characters, plots, abstract processes that require noticing what is
not portrayed as well as what is, or patterns that are only observation through
comparisons of many films. Moreover, to the extent that the metaframes are
internalized or primed, they may be associated with different actions. Benign
frames emphasize the commonality of people across class lines and their
ability to work together; they may be associated with inclusion. Malevolent
frames emphasize differing levels of deservingness; they may be associated
with exclusion. Benign and malevolent frames, however, may encourage
viewers to think of the class system as open and fair while discouraging
greater consciousness of the systematic ways that the class structure
advantages some and limits mobility for others. Future research should
explore the interpretations and applications of these frames. For now, this
study can conclude that the highest grossing G-rated films legitimate poverty
and social class inequality by portraying them as mostly benign.


Notes


1. Studies of frames of poverty and social class inequality in the media do not use
consistent definitions of what it means to be a member of a specific class. We follow
the authors’ lead when reporting their findings.


2. The distinction between media aimed at children and adults is blurry. We consider
media aimed at adults to include news, sitcoms, reality television, R-rated movies, and
books that require a sophisticated reading level. Media aimed at children includes
G-rated films, picture books, and television shows specifically designed for children.


3. Occupation and education are often used in Weberian and Bourdieusian strains of class
analysis. Together they capture life chances, market experiences, personal experiences,
status, and economic resources.


4. Class origin is defined as class position at the beginning of the movie unless the movie
tells otherwise.


5. In three movies working-class characters are framed as warm but also as bumbling
buffoons.


6. The emphasis on working-class communities rather than individuals also reinforces the
idea that the working-class is composed of undifferentiated masses and the upper-class
is composed of differentiated individuals.


7. The dwarves may be unthinkable romantic partners due to their disability as well as
their class.
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